Arkansas Early Hearing Detection and Intervention Flow Chart

INITIAL SCREENING
(No earlier than 12 hours after birth)
Well-baby: OAE or AABR
NICU/Known Risk Factors: AABR

NOT SCREENED
Submit demographics & DNT test record in ERAVE

SCREENED
Submit result in ERAVE

FAIL
Refer for rescreen before 1mo. Result to ERAVE, Parent & PCP

PASS
Result to ERAVE, Parent & PCP

INFANT EXPIRED
Enter Expired DNT in ERAVE

PARENT DECLINED
Enter Declined DNT in ERAVE

NON-HOSPITAL BIRTH
Enter Non-Hospital Birth DNT in ERAVE

MISSED
Enter Missed DNT in ERAVE

MEDICAL REASON
Enter Medical Reason DNT in ERAVE*

Refer for screening before 1mo.

Complete

Complete

POST DISCHARGE NEWBORN SCREEN
Before 1 mo. Result to ERAVE, Parent & PCP

Passed

Fail

Complete

Hearing loss result to ERAVE. Refer for EI & Family Support Services before 6mo.

Connect to DHH/Adult before 9mo.

* Infants that miss initial screening due to exposure to infectious disease should receive a screen before 1mo.

Contact the ADH Infant Hearing Program at 501-280-4740 for more information.